Nicki Sosebee Foursome

The first four books in the series that readers say they like as much as...Stephanie Plum, but be
warned! They are also juicier! Get the first four books in the Nicki Sosebee series in one neat
bundle. If you like Jade C. Jamisons BULLET, youll love the Nicki Sosebee series. Nicki is a
kick ass heroine who fears no one and nothing and speaks her mind, no matter the cost. GOT
THE LIFE (Book 1) Nicki Sosebee wants her first headline, but she doesn’t want it to read
“Reporter found dead.” Since leaving school years earlier, Nicki Sosebee has long since
given up on the notion of The American Dream, but that doesn’t mean she doesn’t still have
dreams of her own. She realized early on that her college degree isn’t worth the paper it’s
printed on, but she also knows that she doesn’t want to work for minimum wage the rest of her
life. She wants MORE. To get there, she’s been learning the ropes as a novice reporter for
her hometown newspaper, but it doesn’t take her long to find out that her naivete is not doing
her any favors. That’s where her best friend Sean Ramsey comes in. He gives her advice when
her instincts steer her wrong and he supports her when she needs it. Oh…and he’s HOT.
She’s had it bad for Sean, ever since The Night eight years ago, the one time they hooked up
and had the time of their lives, but she ruined it when she accidentally called him her
ex-boyfriend’s name in the heat of passion. And they’ve been friends only—and hands
off—ever since. Nicki’s currently investigating a story that she thinks might result in her first
headline. One of Winchester’s bad boys has been locked up for arson, but as Nicki digs
deeper, she finds it’s not just a case of trying to set fire to a house…and between being
seduced by a bad ass biker and potentially getting caught by the bad guys before she can write
that headline, Nicki starts to wonder if she’s really GOT THE LIFE. DEAD (Book 2) Nicki’s
love life might suck, but her sex life is great. The only way both could be spectacular would be
if her best friend Sean would look at her as more than just a friend. Nicki knows she’s stuck in
the friend zone, so she focuses her energies on her job. She’s becoming a better reporter every
day, so when her editor asks her to interview a local politician, Nicki is thrilled. But when the
politician’s secretary ends up dead, it’s anybody’s guess as to who did it. Nicki has a few
ideas, though, and finds herself in deep trouble as she pokes her nose where she thinks it
belongs. NO PLACE TO HIDE (Book 3) The Winchester Tribune publishes an article
warning the women of Winchester that there is a sexual predator on the loose in the streets of
the town they once thought was safe. Danger doesn’t stop Nicki, though, and it’s not till it’s
too late that she discovers the criminal in the place she least suspects. And there’s no one who
can save her this time. Meanwhile, she decides that her new love interest Jesse might be worth
more of her time...but he’s not making it easy. RIGHT NOW (Book 4) Nicki is becoming a
better reporter, so much so that her boss Neal leans on her more and more to get the good
stuff. So when a rash of robberies hits the downtown Winchester area, Nicki is reporting the
damage...and probably getting a little too close for the bad guys’ comfort. As if that weren’t
enough, Nicki finds herself in a full-fledged love triangle between Jesse and Sean...and she
can’t bear to choose between them. Discover what other Jade C. Jamison fans have been
buzzing about! Nicki Sosebee Foursome sees Nicki reporting on more crime than her little
town is accustomed to--arson, murder, rape, theft, to name a few--all while juggling her crazy
love life. Warning: Not for the faint of heart! This book contains explicit sex and naughty
language. Proceed with caution...if you dare.
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Nicki Sosebee Series by Jade C. Jamison - Goodreads Page dediee aux couvertures, images,
illustrations et fan art du livre Nicki Sosebee Foursome (Nicki Sosebee #1-4). Cet espace est
lespace esthetique et Nicki Sosebee Foursome (ebook) epub zonder Nicki Sosebee
Foursome (e-book). The first four books in the Nicki Sosebee series in one neat bundle. If you
like Jade C. Jamisons Bullet, youll love the Nicki Nicki Sosebee Foursome 2 - free ebook pdf
- jkdharmarthtrust Download pdf book by Jade C. Jamison - Free eBooks. Nicki Sosebee
Foursome (ebook) epub zonder Best books like Nicki Sosebee Foursome : #1 Revelation of
Blood (Skye Morrison, #5) #2 Forbidden Drink (Kindred, #3) #3 Defiant Ecstasy (Gray Eagle,
#2) Nicki Sosebee FOURSOME 2 box – Jade C. Jamison No Place to Hide (A Nicki Sosebee
Novel) by Jade C. Jamison, Books similar to Nicki Sosebee Foursome (Nicki Sosebee, #1-4)
Blind (Nicki Sosebee Series Book 8) (A Nicki Sosebee Novel) . $0.99
http:///ebook-deals/nicki-sosebee-foursome-by-jade-c- Images for Blind (Nicki Sosebee Nicki
Sosebee Foursome by Jade C. Jamison - FictionDB Commentaires des booknautes faits sur le
livre : Nicki Sosebee Foursome (Nicki Sosebee #1-4), bases sur leur ressenti de la lecture du
livre ou toute autre Nicki Sosebee Foursome (ebook), Jade C. Jamison Les meilleurs extraits
et passages de Nicki Sosebee Foursome (Nicki Sosebee #1-4) selectionnes par les lecteurs.
LIES (Nicki Sosebee #10) is LIVE!!! – Jade C. Jamison Got the Life, Dead (Nicki Sosebee,
#2), No Place to Hide (Nicki Sosebee, #3), Right Now (Nicki Sosebee, #4), Nicki Sosebee
Foursome (Nicki Sosebee, #1-4)
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